Applications for Sandy business recovery grants are lagging, Christie says
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Homeowners whose properties were damaged in superstorm Sandy are rushing to apply for grants to rebuild or elevate their houses, but Governor Christie said Wednesday that businesses have been slower to seek financial assistance.

“We’ve been a little bit surprised by the lack of volume that is coming from businesses for this program so far as compared to the homeowner program, which I think is moving very quickly, more quickly and with greater volume in terms of applications,” he said.

Christie addressed the grant programs and other recovery efforts after touring two schools in Monmouth County that reopened last week for the first time since Sandy struck on Oct. 29.

The Republican governor, who is campaigning for a second term, pledged to continue visiting the Jersey Shore to highlight the recovery efforts and to encourage tourists to return this summer.

While a Rutgers-Eagleton Poll released Wednesday suggests that voters disagree with Christie on taxes, the economy and jobs, it found that 86 percent support his efforts to lead the state’s recovery from Sandy. A Quinnipiac University Poll released Monday shows Christie leading his Democratic challenger, state Sen. Barbara Buono of Middlesex County, 59 percent to 29 percent.

Christie met with students and Union Beach Memorial School and Monmouth Beach Elementary School on Wednesday to celebrate the reopening of both buildings, which flooded during Sandy. Only five schools in the state remain shuttered as a result of the storm, including the Robert L. Craig Elementary School in Moonachie. All of the schools are slated to reopen by the start of the next school year in September, Christie said.

“When we make progress we need to talk about it and we need to draw people back here to the Jersey Shore for our economy and for, again, another step of returning life to normal,” Christie said at Monmouth Beach Elementary School.

Christie was asked about the decision by officials in Mantoloking to release the names of five families who have refused to grant the state permission to build protective sand dunes on their beachfront properties. He hopes it will lead their neighbors to convince them to sign off on the project, which is being run by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Corps of Engineers will work nonstop with the goal of restoring or building dunes by fall 2014.

“We got billions of dollars from the federal government to do this job on all 130 miles of New Jersey coastline,” he said. “I am not going to have that money sit unused because some people care more about their own view than they care about the safety and security of the people of New Jersey. We will do whatever we have to do to get those easements, delicately and indelicately.”

Lawyers for the holdout landowners have said they are concerned about their views, but also that their private beaches would become public land and that the state could build a boardwalk on their properties.

The governor also said a number of homeowners have applied applications for shares of the $825 million in homeowner grant money, but businesses have been slow to apply for a chunk of the $300 million set aside for them.

He stressed that the business grants are administered by the state and are separate from the federal Small Business Administration program. The state grants, so it may be able to assist people who did not qualify for the federal loans, he said.

Christie has said that by next spring he hopes to buy 300 homes in flood-prone areas along the Passaic River and another 1,000 that were damaged by Sandy. Larry Ragonese, a spokesman for the state Department of Environmental Protection, said work would move ahead on the Passaic River basin project once flood-prone areas in Sayreville and South River are addressed.
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